
 

Back to Commercial-Free Schools 

Advertising undermines the educational mission of schools 

• Schools aim to foster critical thinking skills in students, urging them to think freely and develop 

the tools to form their own opinions. Yet, advertising preys on the absence of critical thinking. 

The goals of educational institutions and advertisers are directly opposed. 

• The messages in advertisements may conflict with curricular lessons, undermining learning. 

Schools are the wrong place for advertising 

• Students and parents may perceive products or services advertised on school property to be 

endorsed by the school district, giving them increased legitimacy. 

• Students are required to attend school – they are a “captive” audience. Unlike other arenas 

where advertising is pervasive, parents can’t control what their kids see at school. 

• Children need a sanctuary from advertising. They are overwhelmed by commercialism 

everywhere they go. Schools should offer some respite. 

Children and teens are uniquely vulnerable to advertising 

• Children often do not understand that advertisements are intended to sell products. 

Advertisements that target children unfairly take advantage of this lack of comprehension.
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• Adolescents are also more vulnerable to marketing than adults.  During the critical 

developmental period of adolescence, teens are more impulsive and self-conscious than adults. 

This makes certain advertising tactics particularly effective when aimed at teens.
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Exposure to advertising negatively affects children 

• Kids who encounter more advertising and marketing are more likely to develop materialistic 

values, have lower self-esteem, poor body image, and lower levels of well-being.
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• A national study found that 67.2 percent of district public schools have advertising by 

corporations that sell junk food.
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  Junk food advertising is linked to childhood obesity.
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Advertising in schools generates little revenue 

• In some of the largest school districts in the country, advertising has generated only 0.01 – 0.03 

percent of these districts’ budgets.6 

• The money raised from in-school advertising is not “free” money – it comes at a cost. The cost is 

the quality of education children receive. 

Tell your school district not to allow advertising on school properties. Take action now! 
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